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“Clarivoy’s native integration into Google AdWords allows us to 

see the keywords that are most often associated with a sale. 

We can do that for various models and also geographically. Now 

paid search is much more targeted and we don’t waste money 

on those terms that don’t work and have the courage 

to spend heavily on those that do.”    
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INCREASING SHARE IN A TOUGH MARKET

MULTI-TOUCH SALES ATTRIBUTION

CASE STUDY: APPLE AUTOS

Apple Autos utilized Clarivoy’s Multi-Touch Attribution solution along with 
the natively integrated Google AdWords module to get a more transparent 

view of which ads really 
contributed to sales.

Apple Autos’ partners CarSoup 
and Dealer Teamwork both 
accepted Clarivoy’s third party 

tagging, allowing them to see which landing pages and specials worked to 
convert shoppers to leads as well as how important these third parties were 
as part of the purchase path.

SOLUTION

Getting a complete picture of the exact 
marketing tactic that led to the sale is a 
huge pain point for many auto dealers 
including Apple Autos who sells 450 – 500 
vehicles per month at its flagship Ford 
store and spends about $90,000 monthly 
on marketing, 85% of which is digital.

–  A L A N  K R U T S C H ,  D I R E C T O R  O F  M A R K E T I N G

The results have been impressive, including the identification of $2.2 million of previously unattributable monthly sales, 
$1.8 million of which came from branded search terms. Apple Autos looked at branded search with suspicion thinking that if 
they had good organic optimization they would get the customer anyway. They discovered that branded terms are very 
important as the customer is lower in the funnel and closer to pulling the trigger. Now they have the confidence to invest in 
branded terms and can really see sales directly attributable to those type of searches.

“In a down market, the ability to identify what is working and what is not, and adjusting our marketing spend accordingly, 
has at the very least prevented us from going down with it,” Krutsch said.

C L I E N T :

S O L U T I O N :

Alan Krutsch, Director of Marketing with the Minnesota-based 
Apple Autos Group was searching for a multi-touch attribution 
solution so he could see exactly where his sales were coming 
from in order to better target his marketing spend. He was 
spending a lot of money on marketing tactics and not enough 
energy and money on analysis and insight. He needed a 
solution that would tell him what combination of advertising 
tactics would most efficiently lead customers to purchase.

“ ”WE HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE IN OUR DECISIONS.


